§ 1203.903
(4) External Relations.
(5) Life and Microgravity Sciences and Applications.
(b) Associate Deputy Administrator.
(c) General Counsel.
Other members may be designated upon specific request of the Chairperson.
[54 FR 6881, Feb. 15, 1989, as amended by 64 FR 72535, Dec. 28, 1999]

§ 1203.904 Meetings.
(a) Meetings will be held at the call of the Chairperson.
(b) Records produced by the Committee and the minutes of each meeting will be maintained by the Executive Secretary.

PART 1203a—NASA SECURITY AREAS

Sec. 1203a.100 Purpose and scope.
1203a.101 Definitions.
1203a.102 Establishment, maintenance, and revocation of security areas.
1203a.103 Access to security areas.
1203a.104 Violation of security areas.
1203a.105 Implementation by field and component installations.

SOURCE: 38 FR 8056, Mar. 29, 1973, unless otherwise noted.

§ 1203a.100 Purpose and scope.
(a) To insure the uninterrupted and successful accomplishment of the NASA mission, certain designated security areas may be established and maintained by NASA installations and component installations in order to provide appropriate and adequate protection for facilities, property, or classified information and material in the possession or custody of NASA or NASA contractors located at NASA installations and component installations.
(b) This part 1203a sets forth:
(1) The designation and maintenance of security areas,
(2) The responsibilities and procedures in connection therewith, and
(3) The penalties that may be enforced through court actions against unauthorized persons entering security areas.

§ 1203a.101 Definitions.
For the purpose of this part, the following definitions apply:
(a) Security area. A physically defined area, established for the protection or security of facilities, property, or classified information and material in the possession or custody of NASA or a NASA contractor located at a NASA installation or component installation, entry to which is subject to security measures, procedures, or controls. Security areas which may be established are:
(1) Restricted area. An area wherein security measures are applied primarily for the safeguarding or the administrative control of property or to protect operations and functions which are vital or essential to the accomplishment of the mission assigned to a NASA installation or component installation.
(2) Limited area. An area wherein security measures are applied primarily for the safeguarding of classified information and material or unclassified property warranting special protection and in which the uncontrolled movement of visitors would permit access to such classified information and material or property, but within which area such access may be prevented by appropriate visitor escort and other internal restrictions and controls.
(3) Closed area. An area wherein security measures are applied primarily for the purpose of safeguarding classified information and material; entry to the area being equivalent, for all practical purposes, to access to such classified information and material.
(b) Temporary security area. A designated interim security area, the need for which will not exceed 30 days from date of establishment. A temporary security area may also be established on an interim basis, pending approval of its establishment as a permanent security area.
(c) Permanent security area. A designated security area, the need for